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Our meetings with Lotfi Zadeh✩1. How we met Lotfi for the first time
Vilém: I met Prof. Zadeh for the first time, in Prague in
1982, at the occasion of the Coling’82 International Conference.
I already knew his papers and had begun to write my first
book (Novák, V., Fuzzy Sets and Their Applications, SNTL, Praha,
1986 and 1990 (in Czech). The English revision was published
by Adam Hilger, Bristol, 1989). Since he was the greatest
authority, I was very excited and waited during registration for
the moment of his arrival to be able to see him. When I saw
this modest man, I realized how great a person he was. But we
became acquainted only later, after his plenary lecture. First of
all, I noticed that while the conference hall was only half full,
many people came before Lotfi’s talk just to hear him.
On the evening of the same day, I shadowed him perma-
nently and waited for the right moment to meet him. But, he
was quicker: quite unexpectedly he turned to me and asked
who I was and what I was doing. From the very beginning, this
meeting was extremely friendly and we talked as if were old
friends. Our meetings and discussions then continued during
the whole conference and I realized that since then I had made
a new good friend.
Irina: I met Prof. Zadeh in 1993, in Aachen, Germany, on the oc-
casion of the 1st EUFIT Conference. It was my first attendance
at an international conference abroad and, therefore, I was very
nervous. I asked my colleague to introduce me to Prof. Zadeh
after his plenary lecture, but the colleague was discussing other
problems, and I was afraid of losing the opportunity to meet
Lotfi personally. Finally, I decided to introduce myself alone.
Since that moment, we immediately became friends. Needless
to say, we started to speak Russian, andmy tension disappeared
immediately. We spoke about everything as if we were good
friends already for a long time. We discussed Russian politics,
culture, books — simply everything. Lotfi had met many out-
standing Russian mathematicians personally, which was very
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Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.amazing for me. Thanks to him, I had the feeling of touching
those legendary people by finger. Since then, whenever I meet
Lotfi at any place on this planet, I always feel his approval of
what I have accomplished in my work, and his support.
2. Lotfi and his positive thinking
Irina: I have asked Lotfi many times about how he
keeps up his scientific activity. I expected to hear something
like ‘‘reading books and papers, discussing problems with
colleagues, teaching students’’, etc.—that all of this helps
me to go ahead and to stay on top. His answer, however,
was surprising—he said that positive thinking is his leading
philosophy and that it moves him forward. At that time, to
understand the deepness of this philosophy and its impact on
a human being was very difficult for me. To explain in more
detail: I grew up as a scientist in the Russian mathematical
school, which is known for heated and uncompromising
professional discussions. Whenever my colleagues or I had
presentations, we usually heard only critical remarks and were
accustomed to hearing advice on how to work harder. Any
positive reaction was very seldom, if not impossible. Therefore,
when Lotfi expressed his compliments after my talk, I was
very much pleased and confused. Over the course of time, I
understood that Lotfi’s attempt to understand and then approve
of anybody’s efforts in research is his leading philosophy, which
keeps him naturally curious and, by this, young and active.
Vilém: I cannot but agree that Lotfi always expresses his
compliments and support. I see his positive thinking, especially
in his openness towards any kind of discussion. His first
sentence is always: ‘‘Do not hesitate to disagree with me’’. But,
if disagreement is expressed, it is always settled in a friendly
and calm way. We remember one discussion, which made a
great impression on Irina and me. The discussion took place at
the World Automation Congress, Maui, Hawaii 2000, between
Lotfi Zadeh and Michael Athans, the well known specialist in
control theory. Its topic was fuzzy control against conventional
control. The former, as everybody knows, is a very successful
control method, which has now became standard in many
industrial applications. Lotfi brilliantly rejected any attacks
by the ‘‘classical control engineer’’, who finally agreed with
all Lotfi’s arguments about the stability or precision of fuzzy
control. The discussion was finished by this statement: ‘‘we
respect both theories, provided they are properly applied’’.
3. Lotfi and his awards
If one visits Lotfi Zadeh’s web page (http://www.cs.
berkeley.edu/∼zadeh/awfeho.html), he/she must be amazed by
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11 fellowships and 25 honorary doctorates! The 10th Doctor
Honoris Causa title was given to him by the University of
Ostrava, the CzechRepublic in 1998. It is important to stress that
this was the first honorary doctorate given to a foreign scientist
by our university. As always, Lotfi came to Ostrava full of joy
and energy. Though being a top world scientist, he remained
modest and spentmany hours in discussionswith all of us. Very
impressive was his plenary talk at this occasion, during which
hewarned our young democracy about various bad phenomena
of ‘‘advanced capitalism’’, such as advertisements, bureaucracy,
etc. He was absolutely right, these phenomena permanently
suffocate modern life, now including our country also.
The 11th honorary doctorate was given to him by the
Technical University of Gliwice, Poland in the same year. His
plenary talkwas quite funny, because itwas devoted to enemies
of the fuzzy set theory and Lotfi’s answers to them. His positive
thinking came to light very strongly again.
4. Our non-professional meetings with Lotfi
In 1997, wemet Lotfi again at the 5th EUFIT’97 International
Conference in Aachen, Germany. It should be noted that he
always brought some small gifts with him, which he gave to
his friends. We wanted to reciprocate with a lunch or dinner
invitation. Finally, we agreed to go for lunch. We found a
nice Chinese restaurant near the university. Lotfi surprised us,
though, by saying that he ‘‘eats only tea’’ for lunch. Of course,
tea was far too cheap for a gift, and it did not fit our idea
about reciprocation. Moreover, Irina eats quite little anyway
and took also only tea. So, the lunch finally proceeded with one
person eating ameal and twopeople ‘‘eating tea’’. The lunchwas
still nice, since its main ‘‘dish’’ was an interesting and friendly
discussion about everything — life, science, politics, etc.
In October 2003, Lotfi and also both of us were invited to
a nice small conference ‘‘The Logic of Soft Computing’’, which
took place on the famous Italian island of Capri. It was beautiful
sunny weather and, so, during the lunch break, we decided
to take a walk to the remains of Caesar Tiberius’ cottage. We
promised Lotfi that it was a relatively short walk and persuaded
him to join us. The way continues along a narrow sidewalk,
passing beautiful old Italian houses. Since Capri, in October, is
not so overcrowded, all of us enjoyed the fresh air, sun and the
spirit of this place of rest. Lotfi, at the age of 82, bravely followed
us till the cottage and back. Finally, he told us that he had had
great pleasure and that it has been his longest walk for the past
10–15 years.
5. Lotfi and his lectures
Wehave listened to Lotfi’s plenary talks inmany conferences
during the past years. Time to time it happened that we heardhim twice within one month. We know that he travels a lot;
once he told us that each year, he had about 60 lectures all over
the world. It is amazing that we have never heard the same
talk twice. Though, of course, he repeats some ideas, he never
gives the same talk in different places. And evenwhen repeating
something, he always explains the things from different points
of viewor sheds a different light on them.His talks are never too
detailed. But, they are always full of inspiration, suggesting new
ideas, new concepts. It is not always the case that we agreewith
his way of solution of the given problem. But, his suggestions
and ideas, sooner or later, find fertile soil and make us think
about our problems in a newway. Simply, hiswork, personality,
way of life, permanent good and positive mood are a never-
ending source of inspiration for which we are grateful.
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